Easily integrate the Journal into your classes with our exclusive, faculty-developed Teaching Tools

**WEEKLY REVIEW EMAILS**
Receive discipline-specific articles that highlight events relevant to your courses, emailed to you each week. These emails will help you to:

- **Save Time:** Faculty-selected articles to incorporate into your curriculum.
- **Engage Students:** Faculty-developed questions that enrich course discussions.
- **Stay Connected:** The latest credible and accurate current events from the Journal.

Sign up at WSJ.com/College

**BONUS FEATURE: WEEKLY REVIEW ARCHIVE**
When 10 or more of your students subscribe, you have access to an expansive database of over a decade of Weekly Review articles, enabling you to:

- **Run a Quick Search:** Find relevant material by discipline, topic or keyword.
- **Support Coursework:** Integrate articles matched to your curriculum topics.

NEW! **WSJ ASSESSMENT TOOL**
Our quizzes, delivered every week, draw on Journal content that is most pertinent to your courses. Quizzes are administered and graded automatically online, so you can:

- **Measure Comprehension:** Quickly assess how well your students grasp current events and course concepts.
- **Assess Progress:** Easily measure students’ performance with online reporting.
- **Review Results:** Efficiently upload and view quiz results through learning-management software.

Register for the WSJ Assessment Tool at WSJ.com/Assessment

“...I use WSJ to relate current business news and issues to the subject we’re addressing in class. Students realize more fully that course topics relate directly to what’s happening right now in the organizational world. Using WSJ with my students has made course subjects more interesting to them, helped engage them, and, frankly, made my job easier!”

Jim Brock, Dean, School of Business
Pacific Lutheran University
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